Abstract. We determine the optimal orders for the best constants in the non-commutative Burkholder-Gundy, Doob and Stein inequalities obtained recently in the non-commutative martingale theory.
Introduction
The theory of non-commutative martingale inequalities has been rapidly developed for several years. Many of the classical inequalities in the usual martingale theory have been already transferred into the non-commutative setting. As in the commutative case (see [B1, B2] and the references therein) the order of the best constants in these inequalities may provide important additional insight. We refer to [Ru] for applications of the order in the non-commutative Khintchine inequalities and to the work of Nazarov, Pisier, Treil and Volberg [NPTV] for applications of the order of the UMD-constant for Schatten classes. In this note we analyze the order of the best constants for the non-commutative Burkholder- Gundy inequalities and the non-commutative Stein inequalities proved in as well as the non-commutative Doob maximal inequalities in [J] . We refer to [JX1] for the known constants in the Burkholder and Rosenthal inequalities.
Note that the non-commutative Burkholder-Gundy inequalities imply that the noncommutative martingale transforms by sequences of signs are all of type (p, p) for every 1 < p < ∞. However, the problem whether these non-commutative martingale transforms are of weak type (1, 1) was left open since . Only very recently that this problem was affirmatively solved by Randrianantoanina [R] . This yields the optimal order of the unconditionality constant for martingale differences. This improves considerably on the exponential estimates in , [J] and [JX1] . The purpose of this note is to further clarify the optimal order of the best constants in the martingale inequalities mentioned above. We obtain the optimal order except for one case (see below).
Let us recall the notion of non-commutative martingales and the formulation of the martingale inequalities considered in the note. Throughout this text M denotes a finite von Neumann algebra equipped with a normal faithful normalized trace τ , and (M n ) n≥1 an increasing filtration of von Neumann subalgebras of M whose union is w*-dense in M.
space associated with (M, τ ) (cf., e.g. [D] , [S] ; see also the survey [PX3] ). Recall that by convention, L ∞ (M) = M with the operator norm. As usual,
It is well-known that there is a unique normal
is still denoted by E n .
A non-commutative martingale with respect to (M n ) is a sequence
The difference sequence of x is dx = (dx n ) n≥1 , where dx n = x n − x n−1 (with x 0 = 0 by convention). Then we define L p -martingales and bounded L p -martingales, as usual. If x is an L p -martingale, we set
In the sequel, we will fix M, τ and (M n ) n≥1 as above. all martingales will be noncommutative martingales with respect to the fixed filtration (M n ) n≥1 , unless explicitly stated otherwise.
To state the non-commutative Burkholder-Gundy inequalities, we introduce the norms in the Hardy spaces of martingales defined in . Let 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and
where the infimum runs over all decompositions x = y + z of x as sums of two L pmartingales. Recall that | · | stands for the usual (right) modulus of operators, i.e. |a| = (a * a) 1/2 .
Then the mentioned non-commutative Burkholder-Gundy inequalities read as follows.
In all what follows, letters α p , β p , etc . . . will denote positive constants depending only on p, and C an absolute positive constant.
Theorem 1 (Non-commutative Burkholder-Gundy inequalities). Let 1 < p < ∞.
Inequalities (BG p ) were first proved in [PX] ; see also [R] for another proof. For
Clifford martingales, some particular cases of (BG p ) also appear in [CK] [R] for another proof of (S p ).
Theorem 3 (Non-commutative Stein inequality). Let 1 < p < ∞. Then for all finite
The non-commutative Stein inequality is closely related to (BG p ) as well as to the non-commutative Doob inequality obtained in [J] .
Theorem 4 (Non-commutative Doob inequality).
Note that in the commutative case the above statement is, of course, equivalent to the usual Doob inequality on the maximal functions of martingales. However, in the noncommutative setting it is unclear how to define the maximal function as an operator. We refer to [J] for a substitute for the usual maximal function in the non-commutative case.
It is sometimes more convenient to work with the following dual reformulation of (D p ).
Theorem 4 ′ (Dual form of the non-commutative Doob inequality
It is easy to see that (D p 
, where p ′ is the index conjugate to p. The other implication is also easy in the commutative case. However the non-commutative setting necessitates more effort. We refer to [J] for more details. It was also proved there
In the rest of this paper, all the constants involved in the preceding inequalities are assumed the best ones. Our aim is to determine their optimal order of growth when p → 1 or ∞. We will use the notation a p ≈ b p as p → p 0 to abbreviate the statement that there are two positive constants c and C such that
Let us first recall the optimal order of these constants in the commutative case.
Optimal order in the commutative case. Only in this statement that we use the same notations as before to denote the best constants in the preceding inequalities in the commutative case. Then their optimal orders are given as follows.
We refer to [B1] for (i),(ii) and (v), to [B2] for (iv), and to [St] for (iii). In the noncommutative setting, only very recently, progress was made on these constants. It was proved in [JX1] (using tools from [Mu] ) that β p remains bounded as p → 1, as expected due to the fact that the second inequality in (BG p ) remains true for p = 1 (cf. ).
On the other hand, Pisier [P] showed that β p = O(p) for even integers p. As mentioned previously, the spectacular progress was achieved by Randrianantoanina [R] . He showed that κ p and β p have the same optimal order as in the commutative case, and
These estimates directly follow from his weak type (1,1) estimate. Let us state this explicitly.
Theorem 5 (Non-commutative martingale transforms: weak type (1, 1)). For all
where . 1,∞ stands for the non-commutative weak L 1 -norm.
Note that (M T p ) for 1 < p < ∞ immediately follows from (M T 1 ) by interpolation.
This reduction of (M T p ) from (M T 1 ) yields κ p = O(p) as p → ∞, which is the optimal order. Randrianantoanina's proof for (M T 1 ) heavily depends on a non-commutative version of the classical Doob weak type (1, 1) maximal inequality, obtained by Cuculescu [Cu] .
Now we arrive at the position to state our main result. In order to give a complete picture on the optimal orders of these constants and to facilitate the comparaison with their commutative counterparts as stated above, we incorporate in the following statement the estimates from [JX1] and [R] .
Theorem 6. We have the following estimates for the best constants in (BG p ), (D p ), (S p ) and (M T p ).
Thus the only problem left unsolved at the time of this writing is on the optimal order of α p as p → 1, which is located between (p − 1) −1 and (p − 1) −2 (see the remark at the end). As the reader can observe, compared with the commutative case, these best constants can be divided into two groups, according to their optimal orders. The constants in the first group have the same optimal order as their commutative counterparts; these constants are β p and κ p . On the other hand, the optimal orders of those in the second one are the squares of the respective optimal orders of their commutative counterparts; the constants in this second group are α p as p → ∞, δ p and γ p .
Our proof for the previous result mainly depends on the usual triangular projection on the Schatten classes. Some elementary facts on this projection and on the non-commutative martingales with respect to the natural filtration of matrices will be presented in the next section. The third section will be devoted to the proof of the result stated above. In the last section we show in contrast to Davis' theorem given by the maximal function.
Let us end the present section by two further remarks. First, all preceding inequalities still hold true in the more general situation of Haagerup's non-commutative L p -spaces (thus including type III algebras), see [J] and [JX1] . We will show in a work in preparation that all the best constants in this more general setting remain the same as above. Second, in
[JX2], we proved the non-commutative ergodic maximal theorems. The same approach based on Cuculescu's weak type (1,1) maximal inequality yields an independent proof for the order (p − 1) −2 in Doob's inequality.
Canonical filtration of matrix algebras and triangular projection
Recall that S p (resp. S p n ) denotes the Schatten p-class on ℓ 2 (resp. ℓ n 2 ). The elements in these spaces as well as those in B(ℓ 2 ) and B(ℓ n 2 ) are represented as (finite or infinite) matrices. For notational simplicity, we set M n = B(ℓ n 2 ) and M ∞ = B(ℓ 2 ). As usual, we regard M n as a subalgebra of M ∞ by viewing an n × n matrix as an infinite one whose left upper corner of size n × n is the given n × n matrix and all other entries are zero. Note that M n is not a unital subalgebra of M ∞ . The unit of M n is the projection e n ∈ M ∞ which projects a sequence in ℓ 2 into its n first coordinates.
Thus we have an increasing filtration (M n ) n≥1 of subalgebras of M ∞ whose union is w*-dense in M ∞ . This is the natural filtration of matrix algebras. The corresponding conditional expectation from M ∞ onto M n is the mapping E n which leaves invariant the n × n submatrix at the left upper corner of a matrix and annihilates all other entries.
Again, E n extends to a contractive projection from S p onto S p n , still denoted by E n . As in section 1, we define non commutative martingales with respect to this canonical filtration (M n ) n≥1 . We should emphasize that the present situation is different from that in section 1 at two points. First, the underlying von Neumann algebra M ∞ is no longer finite but semifinite; it is equipped with the usual normal semifinite faithful trace Tr. Second, the conditional expectation E n is no longer faithful; its support is the projection e n above. In fact, we clearly have
Neither of these two differences is essential for what follows. Indeed, by approximation, we need only consider finite matrices, i.e. those which have all but only finitely many zero entries; then the trace Tr, when restricted to each M n , is finite, and so can be normalized into a tracial state on M n . Thus in what follows, we can, and will, ignore this difference.
As for as the second point, we need a little more effort. We have to make all conditional expectations E n faithful, at least, when restricted to finite matrices. This was already done in a general setting in [JX1] . In the present setting the arguments in [JX1] become much easier. Let us recall them briefly.
For a given finite matrix a = (a ij ) ∈ M ∞ we define
Then E n is faithful on the subalgebra of all finite matrices. Thus when restricted to each M n , E 1 , · · · , E n form a finite increasing filtration of faithful conditional expectations, and so we are again in the situation described in section 1. Let
are martingale difference sequences with respect to (E n ) n≥1 and ( E n ) n≥1 , respectively.
We have the following easily checked relations between these martingale differences. Let
We refer to [JX1] for the straightforward verifications and for more information.
Inequalities on non-commutative martingales with respect to (E n ) n≥1 are closely related to the triangular projection T, which is defined by
It is classical that T is bounded on S p for 1 < p < ∞ and the optimal order of the norm
Recall also that T is selfadjoint on S 2 , and thus t p = t p ′ .
We will also need the norm of T on S p n . Set
Thus sup n t p,n = t p . It is also classical that t 1,n = t ∞,n ≈ log (n + 1), as n → ∞.
We refer to [GK] and [KP] for the above classical facts on T.
Proof of Theorem 6
In the following α p,n , β p,n , . . . will denote the best constants involved in the inequalities in section 1 when restricted to all non-commutative martingales with respect to the finite filtration E 1 , . . . , E n on S p n . By (1)- (3), we easily see that these constants are equivalent uniformly on p and n to the corresponding constants relative to all non-commutative martingales with respect to the finite filtration E 1 , . . . , E n on S p n . Now we proceed to the proof of Theorem 6. By the results from [JX1] and [R] already quoted previously, it remains to consider α p as p → ∞, δ p and γ p .
Lemma 7. α ∞,n ≈ log (n + 1) as n → ∞ and α p ≈ p as p → ∞.
Proof. We consider the Hilbert matrix h = (h ij ) 1≤i,j≤n ∈ M n defined by
It is well known that (cf. e.g. [KP] ) (5) h ∞ ≤ C and T h ∞ ≈ log(n + 1).
(recalling that e k is the natural projection on ℓ 2 sending a sequence to its first k coordinates). Note that a k and b k are the k-th column and k-th row of d k (h), respectively.
Moreover, we have a k = d k (T h). Thus a k is the matrix whose k-th column is that of T h and all other columns are zero. Also note that
It is trivial that the row matrix (a 1 , . . . , a n ) has the same norm as T h. Therefore, it follows
On the other hand,
. Thus
Combining (5) - (7) we deduce
Then by (4) and (5), we get α ∞,n ≥ C log(n + 1).
The inverse inequality can be deduced from the known estimate α p ≤ Cp as p → ∞ obtained in [R] . Indeed, for any
Choosing p = log(n + 1) and using α p ≤ Cp as p → ∞, we get that α ∞,n ≤ C log(n + 1).
For the second equivalence in the lemma it remains to prove α p ≥ Cp as p → ∞. But this immediately follows from (8) by choosing this time n = [e p ].
Remark. This argument also shows that the lower inequality in the Burkholder inequalities (see [JX1] ) requires the constant to be of order p. Indeed, we consider the Hilbert matrix h and a k , b k as before. Note that
and thus for this example
Proof. (i) Let a ∈ M ∞ be a finite matrix. Let a k be the matrix whose k-th column is that of a and all others are zero. Set
However,
. . .
As in the proof of Lemma 7, the row matrix (a 1 , a 2 , . . .) has the same norm as a in S p .
Thus
On the other hand, by (1) and the same argument as above,
Therefore, we deduce
(ii) This can be proved in the same way as (i).
(iii) Let M and (E k ) k≥1 be as in section 1. Let (a k ) be a finite sequence in L p (M).
Hence
The converse inequality is contained in [J] .
Using Lemma 8 and the known estimate γ p ≤ Cp as p → ∞ from [R] , we get the optimal orders of δ p and γ p in the theorem of section 1 (recalling that δ p ′ = δ ′ p ). Instead of using γ p ≤ Cp from [R] , we can use [JX2] to get δ p ≤ C(p − 1) −2 as p → 1 ; and then by this and Lemma 8 (iii) to recover γ p ≤ Cp as p → ∞. Therefore, we have completed the proof of Theorem 6.
Remark. The arguments in the proof of Lemmas 7 and 8 show δ 1,n ≈ (log (n + 1)) 2 and γ 1,n = γ ∞,n ≈ log (n + 1).
Hardy spaces and maximal function
Let us recall the classical Davis theorem (see [Da] ) for commutative martingales, namely
If we denote by H 1 max the space defined by the right hand side, then this means that in the commutative case
Using similar ideas as in the previous section, it turns out that this equality does not hold in the non-commutative setting. For a martingale sequence (x n ) we introduce the notation
where the infimum is taken over all a, b ∈ L 2p (M) and bounded sequences (y n ) ⊂ M such that x n = ay n b holds for all n ∈ N (see [J] for more information). Note that for positive (x n ) this is the same as (x n ) H p max = inf{ y p : y ∈ L p (M), ∀n ∈ N 0 ≤ x n ≤ y} .
In the following lemma we refer to the faithful filtration M 1 , ..., M n defined by M k = E k (M n ) (see section 2) for the algebra M n of n × n matrices. Similarly,
1/2 1 = y 2 = T (x * ) 1 ≤ t 1,n x 1 .
Therefore,
x H 1 ≤ Diag(x) + 2t 1,n x 1 ≤ (1 + 2t 1,n ) x 1 . Remark. The idea in the proof above will be exploited elsewhere in the study of H 1 and BM O associated with a nest algebra.
Problem. At the time of this writing the validity of the inclusion 
